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Our Services
• Skatepark Design

Skatepark Master Plan
•

Green Awareness
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Skatepark Master Planning Construction
Our design and construction solutions are rooted in the principles of
the arts and sciences but are also cutting-edge in approach - tapping
into the latest techniques, trends, demographics, behaviors, and
research. Grindine’s experience with skateboarding and concrete
construction translates into practical expertise when developing our
designs. This enables us to create better detailed construction
drawings and develop more cost effective designs, while maintaining our
high standard for quality. Grindlines design & construction teams work as
a seamless unit, insuring the most innovative, sustainable and
progressive skatepark. From design startup to grand opening, the
transition from design to construction is smooth and ensures value for
money, overall design integrity & the construction quality we are famous
for.

A Master Plan is a planning document that provides communities with a
roadmap for where they're going and how they will get there. Most
Master Plans cover at least a 10 year planning period. It is a "living
document" that identifies problems and needs, subsequently reviewing
and recommending solutions for significant issues.
As skateparks, and the sport of skateboarding, become more and more
prevalent, many communities are incorporating skatepark systems into
their master plans. Grindline Skateparks, can assist in developing master
planning by utilizing existing and projected population and facility
densities to develop a long term skatepark solution for your
community. Working in conjunction with Architects and Engineers,
Grindline can deliver expertise on ideal locations and facilities to
expand on existing or new parks, recreational spaces, youth plazas
and civic areas.

Skatepark Design
Grindline’s Design process is committed to
open communication and collaboration with
key stakeholders. We feel having the local
skateboarders actively participate in the design of
their skatepark is crucial to giving them a sense of
ownership in the project, while also offering
Grindline with invaluable insight into the end users’
and communities’ needs.
Our design process involves a preliminary design meeting to determine
the specific goals and expectations of the project. Through the
development of conceptual designs we illustrate our design philosophy in
a full color presentation of the custom skate features and facilities
included in the project. Once the design is complete, our in house staff
creates the construction drawings, cost estimates and specifications
needed for the construction process to begin.
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3D Quality Design Concepts
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toll free (888) 234-2283
http://www.megalodon.com
hello@megalodon.com

